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Java The Complete Reference, Seventh Edition (Osborne Complete Reference Series)McGraw-Hill, 2006

	As I write this, Java is just beginning its second decade. Unlike many other computer
	languages whose influence begins to wane over the years, Java’s has grown stronger
	with the passage of time. Java leapt to the forefront of Internet programming with
	its first release. Each subsequent version has solidified that position. Today,...
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The Human Central Nervous System: A Synopsis and AtlasSteinkopff, 2007


	The human central nervous system or neuraxis

	consists of the brain (encephalon) and the spinal

	cord (medulla spinalis). The brain is encased by

	the skull; the spinal cord lies within the spinal

	canal, extending from the foramen magnum to

	the level of the second lumbar vertebra. Globally,

	the brain can be subdivided into...
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SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse: Administration and MonitoringSAP Press, 2010

	This book offers a complete understanding of all administration tasks that arise in a live SAP NetWeaver BW system and provides guidance on ways to solve any problems that might occur. Coverage includes all topics relevant to administration and monitoring of SAP NetWeaver BW, including basic principles, tasks, analysis, and...
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Macroeconomics (Available Titles Coursemate)Cengage Learning, 2010

	Economics is global and the Eighth Edition of MACROECONOMICS maintains the hallmarks of the Boyes/Melvin series--accessible writing, strong pedagogy, and integration of global economic issues--while faithfully presenting the latest thinking of economists on important macroeconomic phenomena. The authors have carefully integrated their popular...
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Adobe Photoshop CS6 Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A complete training package on the newest version of Photoshop! The Digital Classroom series combines a full-color book with a full-featured DVD, resulting in a complete training package written by expert instructors. Photoshop is the industry standard for image editing, and this guide gets photographers, commercial designers, web developers,...
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R Machine Learning By ExamplePackt Publishing, 2016

	Understand the fundamentals of machine learning with R and build your own dynamic algorithms to tackle complicated real-world problems successfully


	About This Book

	
		Get to grips with the concepts of machine learning through exciting real-world examples
	
		Visualize and solve complex problems...
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Advanced Infrastructure Penetration Testing: Defend your systems from methodized and proficient attackersPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A highly detailed guide to performing powerful attack vectors in many hands-on scenarios and defending significant security flaws in your company's infrastructure

	
		Key Features

		
			Advanced exploitation techniques to breach modern operating systems and complex network devices
	...
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Bead Stitching HandbookKalmbach Books, 2019

	Bead stitchers looking for information and instructions for the major bead stitches will find it all in Bead Stitching Handbook. This complete reference to bead stitching techniques ? the only one of its kind just for stitching ? includes clear, step-by-step illustrations and instructions for 15 different bead stitches, plus variations and lots...
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Computational Methods in Synthetic Biology (Methods in Molecular Biology, 2189)Humana Press, 2020

	
		This second edition book provides complete coverage of the computational approaches currently used in Synthetic Biology.  New chapters detail computational methods and algorithms for the design of bio-components, insight on CAD programs, analysis techniques, and distributed systems. Written in the highly...
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CCIE Routing and Switching Practice LabsCisco Press, 2004
Six comprehensive CCIE routing and switching labs to hone  configuration and troubleshooting skills

Prepare for the CCIE lab exams and hone your configuration and  troubleshooting skills with six complete practice scenarios that cover:

	
    Frame Relay...
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AppleScript: The Definitive Guide, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2006
Mac users everywhere--even those who know nothing about programming--are discovering the value of the latest version of AppleScript, Apple's vastly improved scripting language for Mac OS X Tiger. And with this new edition of the top-selling AppleScript: The Definitive Guide, anyone, regardless of...
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PHP in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2005
Now installed on more than 20 million Internet domains around the world, PHP is an undisputed leader in web programming languages. Database connectivity, powerful extensions, and rich object-orientation are all reasons for its popularity, but nearly everyone would agree that, above all, PHP is one of the easiest languages to...
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